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VOLUME XXXII

.

NO. 5

MIAMI TESTS "X" POWER SATURDAY
'·\

"GET TOGETHER" DANCE
TO FOLLOW PEP RALLY
"Friday night will see Xavier begin its part in one of the
biggest nationwide drives ever staged by the Catholic College
Students of the United States;" promised Charles Rubey,

DANCE

CANCEU.ED

The previously scheduled
tea at OLC that was planned
for Friday evening at '7:30 p.m.
has been changed to Sunday
afternoon, October 19th, from
3 to 6 p.m. All Xavier students
are cordially invited.

MUSKIES PRIMED FOR
REDSKIN INVASION

SID GILLMAN'S CHARGES BOAST PERFECT
SLATE THIS SEASON; TEAM LIGHT AND FAST

·
By Jim Keefe
·
Xavier University's fighting Musketeers will go for their
second victory in a row and their fourth in five games Sat- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' urday afternoon when they entertain Miami University's undefeated Redskins at Corcoran Field. The game will be the
first afternoon tilt for the Muskies and more than 12,000

Jesuit College spectators are expected. Kick2: 30 p. m.
Essay Contest offIntimethe isRedskins,
the Musket- Qui1ilan .Speaks
eers will meet one of their stiftests of the season ·as the Before Study
To Be Resumed fest
Oxford aggregation is undefeated
"Catlwlic College and
and untied in three games this
Leadership" Topic Named year, and boasts one of its most Group "'4t Knox
powerful teams.

Robert M. Quinl~m. Temporary
TJ:ie resumption of the InterIn his fo1,1rth year as Redskin
collegiate Essay Contest of the mentor, Coach Sid Gillman has Chairman of the XUIRC, speakJesuit Educational Association of amassed another fine Miami ing to a college gathering last
the Chicago and Missouri Pro- ·.club. Over a period of three Sunday at the Knox Presbytervinces, the first since 1943, was years previous to this season, his ian Church, Hyde Park, was
announced during the past week squads have won 22 and lost only warmly received when he addressed them on the Security
by Dr. Charles Wheeler, head of eight.
the English department.
• The. former All-American end Council of the United Nations.
The XUIRC is presently con"The Catholic College and at Ohio State will field another
X's Rubey, OLC's Mary Ritter, Mary Sauer, MSJ's Pat Burns, Leadership ,, the .. theme was traditionally lightweight Tribe. ducting a series of lectures each
chosen as ~ result of a s:ries of Miami will be outweighed on the Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock
OLC's Susan Guckes and X's Ho&"an confer on Student Relief.
the Hamilton, Ohio, YMCA.
Treasurer of the Xavier Student Council and Chairman of the a1·ticles published during the past probable starting line-up by ap- at
Mr. Rocco Paone, moderator of
0
udent Relief Drive at Xavier. Rubey was referring to the six months in the Jesuit maga- proximate!y ten _P ~nds _per man; the club, is widely known as a
zine America.
the Muskies we1ghmg m at 194
S udent Relief "pep rally" and S d
C 1 ·1 S • ]
.
pounds on the average to a 184 lecturer on contemporary proinformal get together dance to
tu ent ounc1
OCia Papers subm1ted are not to ex- average f or th e Re d sk'ns
1 . The blems relating to world peace. It
be staged tonight on the Evan- Committee T o Forth er ce~d 3,000 words, must be type- Musketeer forward wall will far has been through rhis constant
ston campus under the. auspicies Plans For Dayton ·Trip written and double-spaced, and outweigh the Redskin line with and undivided efforts - that the
of the Student Counctl.
Both
submitted under a pen name.
a 206 to 186 pound average. In International Relations Club was
Mount Saint Joseph and Our
Further arrangements for the
C t t t
·11
f
th
.
bus cavalcade which will carry . on es an s wi come rom e ·the backfield, however.' the Ox- inaugurated here at Xavier. The
Lady of Cincinnati have express- Xavier student rooters to the Lib:ral Arts Colle~e of the_ fol- ford eleven holds a nme pound club, first of its kind on the
campus, is expected to go far in
ed their intention to participate Dayton .game on November 1 l~wmg schools: Creighton Umver- margin.
fully in the evening's program. were placed in the ·hands of sity, O~aha, .Nebraska; John C~rXavier will be looking for her the realms of expostulating inThe purpose of the rally is to Student C uncil' social commit- roll Umvers1ty, Cleveland, Ohio; initial victory of the X. U.-Miami ternational relations and world
peace.
inform the students of the· three tee when i~ was :earned that such Loyola University, Chicago, Ill.;
(Continued on Page 8)
schools of the Student Relief an undertaking is actually an of- Regis College, Denver, Co~o.; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Drive sponsored by the NFCCS. ficial social committee function.
Rockhurst College, Kansas City,
The campaign, sponsored by
Council President Bert Down- Mo.; St. Louis University, St~
students and for .students, will ing who had made the prelimin- Louis, Mo.; and Detroit Univerbe divided/ into two semesters. ary' .arrangements, turned the si't y, D~-t r01.'t • M'1c h ·
Until the Christmas vacation, cavalcade 'plans over to Howard
Prizes to the winners in•· the
Jerry Von Der Haar, pre-med junior from Indianapolis,
collections will be on a monetary
Naberhaus, committee chairman, finals. are a gift of Mr. David Indiana is Editor-in-Chief of the 1948 edition of the Muskbasis. During the second phase
following a meeting Monday.
Bremner, Sr. of Chicago.
eteer, ~ccording to information recently received by the
of the drive, clothes and materThe deadline for Xavier entries NEWS from Dr. Charles F. Wheeler, head of the Department
ial goods will be gathered. The
Busses wil leave the campus
program for this semester in- and go direct to the Dayton stad:. is Monday, December 1. Biblio- of English and Faculty Advisor of Xavier's yearbook. Bill
eludes shows, raffles, dances, ium, with the band leading a graphy will be posted on a bul- Behler, last year's editor, will
athletic events, and ·a full sched- parade to the Xavier section. letin board; and a meeting of act as consultant to the staff.
ule of money raising' activities. Cost of the trip wil be approxi- interested students will be anIn his an n o u n c e me n t Dr.
mately $3, and those who desire nounced in the near future.
'l1he rally tonight wiil be short. to attend are asked to respond as
Wheeler stated: "We are beginning our work much earlies this
(Continued on Page 8)
quickly as possible.
year. At the present time, we are
six weeks ahead of schedule."
Later he made the statement
that "class pictures will be taken
.
outctoors this yealj belore the
Coaches Ray Nolting, and John snow flies."
Weithe of the University of Cin.
cin na ti may be speakers • Mr. Von Der ~aar, _now in the
at the pep rally before the u. c. process of ~electing his staff, h~s
game October 23.
reported that a number of .p.osiOther speakers for the meet- tions are open. These positions
To the Members of the Xavier University Band and Resident ing probably will be Mr. Paul are open to upperclassmen only.
Students Who Participated In the Holy Name ParacJe of Last Sunday, ("Chip") Cain, M. C., and Mr. Those interested in joining the
October 12th:
Jimmy Miner, Cincinnati Post staff are requested to contact
To all of you my hearty and· sincere congratulations. You sports writer, according to Mel Von Der _Haar, _Room 207, Elet
played and marched with precision and spirit that brought forth much Hessler student council member Hall, or give their name, address
favorable comment. Along the whole line of march and at Crosley who is 'inquiring as to the avail~ and . pos.ition desired to th~ se~
Field, you reflected in a telling way the manhood that has as its ability of the speakers.
re~ary m the faculty office m
The Social Committee plans to Science Hall.,
Ideal Him Whom you honored. .Justly is your Alma Mater proud
Jerry Von Der Haar
of you, as you should be of yourselves.
uncork a bag of tricks at the pep
Several innovations now being
-~A Jo
~
rally, and with complete student worked out by Von Der Haar and to be undertaken will be the takUI&.~ .·~.
1!7°A •
attendance it should be be big- nts 1mmea1ate staU appear to ing of senior pictures on the
gest rally in· the history of Xav- make the Musketeer a standout. campus sometime after the midPresident, Xavier UnlvenH1
ier.
One of many novel procedures dle of October.

~

JERRY VON DER HAAR
'48 MUSl(ETEER EDITOR

Gigantic Pep
R ally Planned
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Cracks
By John C. McDonald

.

u

u

':.
(This "Letters to the Editor" column is for an ezchanoe of

views and serves as an open forum for free and frank dbcussion of any matters of interest to Xavier students, alum-·ni, and friends.
Letters should be limited to 200 words,
must be signed but names wm be deleted from publication if requested.]

Last week our typewriter ribbon wasn't saturated with VITRIOL, after all--it was saturated
IDtercolleglate Cellege Presa
with misprints. Ho, hum! Well,
(PU-LEASE, Mr. WHY NO DANCES?
Edltor-ln"elder ......................................................... :.... lVllllnmCJ Hc:"~klas;:;. '411 here we go
are driving and this doesn't help
Auoelnte Editors ........................................................... ......
a: e11 "I ns,
•
J,ou111 -nunn1ns, uoe ., e7er, Proofreader) !
Dear Editor: .
the situation at all.
~=.~~~r~·~~ii~~r ................................................ John Waddell, R~::::e~e:!::t~~~
What's the matter with the
I have a ·suggestion which
Some of the fans of RAY
s orb co-Etlltor',;""""""''"'''"'·"'""'"'"'"""""'"'"'"'"'D'ic'k"'itenkel Robert v.:ntes BURGER,· boogie-woogie pianist, student council this year? After might ease ·things a bit. At ~he
:t:~·ening Collell'e Cti;}liiitiirii"'"'"""""''"""'"'"Siiir'ff;:n lllh·ers, Audrey l\leCntrerty
Jo]xelu111ge Erlltors ............... .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".'.".'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.. .,... D1111lel O'Donnell, ,Jo"eph Kell7 tell us that when he performed all the fine work this body did north· end of the campus there
Clre11h1tlo11 ~IRnngers .................................. Eugene '~"rledmnnn, 1'homn11 B~~tlns. in a recital ·in a local theatre at last year it certainly is off on are several hundred feet of
Business l\fannger .......................................... ........................... Jerry Jin ornn
Stnrr:-Tom Hnnnn, .Jaunes O'Hrlen, ,Jolm J,el 6 old, Robert Dn11er, Fred Newbill, the age of
eight, he played the wrong foot this time. From ground which might be put to
Ken l\leeklenhorg, I.011 KoplnMkl, Hert Downing, Henry lllnHey, Don llleyer,
"Swanee
River"
with such feel- all indications, it. looks as if we gOOd use. As I understand it, the
Andrew V, Dnychak, ,John I. K11ue1•ne.
Jo'aenlty .t:dltorlul A1h·lsur .............................. Rev, Vietor 0. Stetch11cht11te, 8, J, ing that ,six membler~ of the have some "duds" representing university intends to build on
FatJnlty Director ........................................................
Joseph Link, Jr., '311
the student body. So far this this land within the next few
(The view• nnd opl11lon11 aa expreHed by v11rlou11 fMture wrlteH, columnl11t• audience dove off the balcony!
and guest writers do not necessarll;r expreH the oll'lclal opinion• of th•
year several dances have been years. Well, according to this,
We
just
received
the
stimulatXn>'ler Unl>'erslty Admlnl!ltratlon.
!Uatteu of otrlelal natur.. appearl•s
lo the NE\VS wlll be 110 de11lsnated.)
ing information that in the old- scheduled and for some reason sooner or later, that area is gotime American Universities the the plans for all of them have ing to be cleared. Why not send
students expected and were collapsed. By this time last year a bulldozer in there now to clear
given a liquor ration. DON'T several dances had been held and and level it? Spread a few cinders around and the parking proRUN, Egbert, th~ supply room is all were considered successful.
.According
to
the
latest
word,
blem will be relieved. As far as
locked. WE KNOW!
plans
for
the
Halloween
Dance
the expense goes, it would be
A smelt is not as big as a
have fallen thru. Either this very little and when it came time
smolt.
group hasn't the interest of the to build on that land it will alA grimme has a black stripe one preceding it or something is ready be cleared.
down its back (Ginny li'l Grim- hindering them from getting
Sportsmanship At Xavier
J.B., Soph.
me!)
started. I feel that when an act• • •
ITHIN a few weeks the sturdy Musketeers will invade
the UC campus for its traditional and highly colorful NORB BUNKE was dismayed ivity is planned and something SCHOOL SPIRIT CRITICIZED
football classic. Each one of us - students, alumni, alumnae to find that "Smoke, Smoke, comes up which causes aband- Dear Editor:
and friends of Xavier ·- owe complete and loyal support to Smoke," is not among the works onment of the plans, the student The turnout at Xavier's latest
our team, and it is from the Musketeer's spirit of fair play printed in the Preface to Poetry body1 shou.ld know the reas~ns. movement, the card display, has
Her~ s hoping we get some action. been 'deplorable. What's wrong·
and sportsmanlike attitude that all of us should take our cue. text.
F. C. P.
with the spirit around here? The
We have only two ways to lose our game with our Recently we conducted a little
• ·• •
best seats in the place are to be
friendly rivals on the hill. Either we lose to an overwhelm- poll of our own, with this quesingly superior team or we lose by a disgraceful, ungentle- tion: What do you tl,link of PR? ON TRA.FFIC SITUATION had just by volunteering to hold
a card for a few minutes of
menly display of vandalism, horse play and property damage. We were rewarded with the fol- Dear Editor:
Upon'reading the letter to the sixty minute game. About half
Xavier can lose .even with a winning score if we have any lowing coy answer:
kind of a repetition of the cheap display of school spirit evi- DICK FAIRBANKS: "Mm-m-m editor last week on traffic, I, too, of the anticipated number showdent last year by some immature enthusiasts who thought don't tell me-lemme guess-oh, believe that something should be ed up for practice. And just who
that school spirit was exemplified by visiting our neighbor's yeh! Poor Richard! Say, wuzn't done about the situati~n exist- were the ones that showed up?
It was the same crowd that alcampus and painting our name and initials on prominent dat Ben Franklin's alias? yeh, he ing on Victory Parkway.
buildings! Let's not make this mistake again. It isn't Xavier- wus OK. Dem proverbs he thunk The suggestions of "J. B." were ways shows up when something
all well and good but why has to be done. What's the matlike; it isn't sportsmanlike; it isn't even American!
up wuz neat!"
It's important, then, that our rivals, whether they be BRUTE TROXELL: You mean should the motorist wear out his ter, isn't the team good enough
in or out of Cincinnati, take their hats off to Xavier's gen· Pat Riley - bruzz that gal ihas brakes in slowing down and use for these other "clamheads"?
up the nations oil reserve in ac- Why can't we have a card secuine school spirit and its sportmanlike conduct and spirit of BB-Beauty
and Brains, etc, etc," celerating. Then, too, there will tion like U. C. L. A.? Maybe it's
fair play in the stands as well as on the field.
(Proving that mosquitoes DO be the bifocal type who will fail the campus organizations at
prefer
blondes).
to see the signs or signals at all. these other schools that puts
,.,. "Behold, short years pass away; and I am walking""in a path by
RAY SCHLICHTE: "Ah, Pick- So why not put an underpass on their card displays <>Ver. AnY'
which I shall not return"(Job xvi. 23.).
led. Rabbit! My i1avorite dish. the parkway? This would take idea on that, boys?
These recent developments,
But it has to be SOUR, and etc.... " the worry off the motorist and
• A Plea F01· Foreign Student Help!
Ray was still drooling , as ·we the students as well. This is my coupled with the mumbling they
suggestion. At any rate some- call cheers in those stands isn't
LTHOUGH we do not always realize it, we at Xavier crept away).
are fortunate. A fine Catholic College education, good TOM WAGNER: "Slurp, slurp thing must be done aboui the much to show for a team that
is on its way to bigger and better
companionship, healthful food and living quarters, and styl- - Paul Revere! I switched from traffic situation.
things. Isn't there some way of
F. B. Sandman, Sopb.
ish clothes are everyday accepted things of our lives.
CALVERT to that!" (We are
getting these guys to start pull•
Yet in the war torn countries, men and women of our still creeping-away).
STUDENT PARKING PLA.N ing together?
same station in life are literally starving for a college edAl Sarcast, Frosh
Dear Editor:
ucation. Without the proper food, clothing, or lodging, these
I've
heard
considerable
talk
ED.
NOTE:-Frosh
Sarcast has
students are attempting to exist and be educated. ·
lately about all the places where some good points here, but in
As students, particularly veteran students, we can reaiyou can't park around the univer- order to :get results from the
ize the hardships these brother students are experiencing.
sity. Take the forbidden areas students, we will have to· find ·
As Catholics, we cannot be of this realization without aiding
our fellow man.
The first two of
series of away from .the campus and there a leader that the "clamheads"
The N. F. C. C. S. is sponsoring a drive by the Catholic field lecturers were presented isn't much left. It seems that will follow.
College students of the United States, for the unfortunate this week by- the Department of this year more of the students Have any suggestions?
college students of other lands. We cannot help but support Economics on the Evanston
this campaign. This goes beyond the nickles and dimes we campus. Mr. Robert W. Smith,
drop into the Student Relief Boxes about the campus. It District Supervisor, Bureau of
reaches to the prayers and dollars with which we will sup- Motor Carriers, Interstate Comport the program at Xavier to its succesful end.
merce Commission, 'Washington,
addressed the Principles of-Trans"" The key to knowledge is yoU'I' ability to become interested portation class on Wednesday,
The Civil Service Commission eral abilities including paragraph
in subjects about which 11ou know little or nothina.
October 15 at 11:30 a.m:
has nearly completed plans for. reading,
vocabulary,
English
\
·
On Friday, October. 17, Mr. the announcement of an exami- usage, graph and table interpre• A Little Silence Near Bellarmine
William M. Hardt,
Division nation designed to recruit some tation, arithmetic reasoning, abstract reasoni~g and spatial perLITTLE bit of noise is magnified into a great thunder Fre~ght A~ent for the Pennsyl- 3,000 of America's 1948 college ception.
The standards used in
in the silence of Bellarmine Chapel, a particularly dis- vama Railroad addr~ssed the graduates for service in the Fed- rating the various parts of this
tracting feature to those men participating in the daily same class on .the hi.story and eral government in Washington, examination for· each position
Rosary Crusade. Unfortunately, our chapel is situated in wo~k _o! the railroad hne.. Mr. D. C., as published by the office will depend on the abilities needthe geographical heart of Xavier. Quite unfortunately also,' Smith is a member of Phi Be~a of the Regional Director, Sixth ed for job success in that field.
Bellarmine Chapel is not sound proof. Consequently, it Kappa and a graduate of Ohio United States Service Region, Registers will· probably be estshould be made a personal duty of each and every student Weselyan and Amherst Colleges, Cincinnati 2, Ohio. The Junior ablished in the following optional
to have a little consideration for those who, for a brief few· ~here he s~rved as an. Instructor Professional Assistant Examining fields: Administrative Technicmoments, and at Mass and Benediction times, kneel within m Economics fo~ a time. Mr. and Placement Program has been ian, Archeologist, Astronomer,
those. oaken doors to speak and commune with God. Medita- Har?t has ?een with the Pennsyl- announced in October, 1947,- so Bacteriologist (Medicpl), Chemist
tion is difficult with noise and raucous laughter filtering vama Railroad for 20 years. that examinations can be held, Economist, Engineer, Geograph~
in beneath the doors and past the window panes. Signs to Twenty-three ot~er lect~rers ~ave papers rated, registers establish- er, Legal Assistant, Librarian,
this effect could be posted, but without student cooperation, been sc~eduled m .v~rious. fields ed, and . offers of employment Mathematician, Metallurgist, Pateven signs plead in vain.
·
.
of ~usm~ss Administration at made prior to April, 1948, if pos- en~ Examiner, Physicist, Psycho!-,
Notice how true this note rings when next you kneel to Xavier this year.
sible. The Junior .Professional goist, Social Science Analyst,
say a brief prayer in Bellarmine Chapel. An4 1 then see i f - - - - - - - - - - - - . Assistants' entrance salary is Statistician.
you can't preserve a little silence when .next passing the
$2644, and sound promotional
This offer applies to veterans
Catholic Radio Hour
chapel in the hall.
leaders
are
offered
for
jobs
rangand
non-veterans. Further inforBour of St. Francis
,ing
up
to
$10,000.
mation
and applications may be
Every Monday Night
... A dollar will never do any more for you than 11ou are
Competitors for all positions ooiamea trom Mr. .t:Seumer m
10:15 p.m. WSAI
willing to do for a dollar.
will take the same tests for gen- the Veteran's Office, Science HalL
The Catholic School Prea All'a.

e

W

a

A

•

•

Econ. Dept. Gives
Field Lectures
a

Civil Service Exams For
Vets, Non-Vets--In 17 ·Fields.

A

'
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HALLOWEEN DANCE ·FOR UPPERCLASSMEN ON OCTOBER 31
Sohpomore Dance
Planned For Nov. 7

Charles J. Lammers Of WLW Math Pliysics Club Gibson To Be
The Halloween Dance, which
N eiv Menibers cene Of •UC
was originally planned for the.enIrector Of Masque oc1et y' Seek
Keynoting their meeting with
tire student body, will have to be N
n·
H 8
c
d w· I E
Pl
the hope of gaining a . host of G I .L
h
limited to the juniors and seniors.
ew irector as een onnecte
ll
very lBSe new members, the Math-Physics
3 3
llllC eon

n·

s .

s

x

l

· This decision was reached by the
Social Committee of the Student
Council at a special meeting last
Monday night. This dance of the
31st will ·be held at South Hall.
The field house had to be rulec;l
out definitely because of the lay-·
ing of the new floor and for
several weeks , the committee,
headed ·by Howard Naberhaus,
had expended mucp time and
labor looking for a suitable offcampus site. Mr. Naberhaus explained that none was found;
they were .either so high priced
that the cost of admission to the
t
Id h
b
s t u d en wou
ave
een prohibitive or else, if the price of

tfhe. 1·~t~U

r~asodnablet,

were
thte
0
aci i k'~ were ma equa e
handle the estimated crowd.
A Committee composed of B1'll
C 11 n
se well (chai' r man) ' J'm
1
u e '
and Mel Hessler has formed
tentative pblan~ for .a Sophomore
Dance to e given m South Hall
also .The date. November 7 has
been set for this event.

Just Loo"k At "X'' !
Returning Men Eye
New Improvements
Xavier first again!
During the summer months
many improvements were made
upon the grounds and buildings
of the Evanston campUs of Xavier University. The Flagstone
walk which once ran the length
of Hinkle Hall and the campus
drive extending from the Dana
Avenue entrance to the far end
of North Hall have been blac~
topped, saving the lives and soles
of Xavier students.
Dorm students returning to the
campus last September were quite
impressed with the changes that
had been wrought in the living
quarters they had left last June.
The grounds of the Harold Avenue barracks had been sodded
while those on Woodburn Avenue
had been graded and seeded. The
frame barracks had been covered
with asphalt brick siding, giving
them a much neater appearance.
· In a poll, .recently conducted
by "THE XU NEWS", among the
students
living in these barracks
.
h
it was found that they thoug t
.. h
t t .
t 't b
t e grea es i?1prove~en
.e
the .new he.atmg units, the oil
burners which replace the old
coal stoves.
.
· Last but i:iot least <>n t~e hst
of Campus improvements is the
old Union Building which now
.glistens under a new coat 0 •
paint, giving the Xavier campus
and aura of' neatness and cleanliness.

°

Chesterfield Cigs
S ponsor .Contest

•

'·

,·

Russ Clements, campus rep·- resentative for Chesterfield Cigarettes, has announced that his
firm has agreed to sponsor a contest on this campus. The prize
will be three cartons of Chesterfields. The eontest is simple:Guess the score of the UC-XU
fo.otball game, write your. name
and the score of the game on
the back of a Chesterfield wrapper, deposit , the wrapper by
midnight, Oct. 24 in a specially
marked box in South Hall.. Only
one guess to a student, and, in
case of ties, the tied entrants
will guess the score of the XUDayton game. The winner will
be announc~ in the News.

Of Show Business During His 45 Year Career

Charles Lammers is in the enviable position of constantly
being harassed by people who want' him to work for them.
For the past thirteen years he has been -dramatics director
at WLW, but he could step into any city in the U. S. A. and
someone would grab him. In his career Mr. Lammers, has
been a director; musical comedy
star, seriou·s actor, in blackface,
and could probably take over
as playwright in a pinch. He has
appeared in every city of 25,000
population or more in these forty-eight states and Canada.
Veteran of Stage
Most of his forty-five years
in show business have been as
a director, although as stated be-

!~~~e~~:i ·~~~h ~~~e st:;:r~!~~~~

mend the curtain. Mr. Lammers
began his career when most boys
are J·ust entering hich sch'ool. Besides ordinary acting, he also}
found Ume for six years of
vaudeville, and several years as
a musical comedy star, which
-led into a season in burlesque.
- It came about this way: Mr.
Lammers had been playing the
Italian in Starlands when Izzy
Hirk, interested in cleaning up
burlesque, decided to put Starlands on the .ramp circuit. But
Starlands and Mr. Lammers only
lasted one season; Mr. Lammers
because "in burlesque you never
see daylight," and Starlands because people come to see what
they want to see.
Director 21 Years
Though talented as an actor,
Mr. Lammers seems to be even
more gifted as a director. He
spent twenty-one years directing stock companies, where many
present stars got their starts, before the depression struck. But
undaunted by the collapse of his
livelehood, he dropped into the
Chicago World·· Fair. What follows may read like press-agentry but it actually happened.
Mr. Lammers had just about
dusted off the travel dirt when a
promoter, acting on the magic
-------------

Display· Of Cards
Elicits . Applause
At Carroll ·Affray

Club held their first Fall meeting last week with discussions
and movies.
Jim Cullen, cl\lb president,
outlined plans for the year, emphasizing the need for more
students to joi11, especially those
who center their interests around
mathematics and physics.
Talks at last week's meeting
included a discussion by Charlie
Toelke, '47, now a physicist at
the lnterchemical Corp., on
"Physics in the Paint Industry."
Movies on "Electrons at Work"
and "Adventures in Research"
also were shown.
Club officers are John Hart,

The second annual Pigskin
Rally Luncheon of the Alumni
and Boosters ·of the University of
Cinicnnati and Xavier University is to be held the day before
the annual U. C. - X. U. game at
the Gibson Roof Garden, 12: 30
p. m. Friday, October 24.
Entertainment is to include
parts of the Xavier and Cincin-'
nati banc;l, and singing by various
groups. The rally, a goodwill ges·
ture, is sponsored by the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce whose
Price of the luncheon is $1.65
per plate.

Hpr:~~1 lto~ill O~~j1 le~·u,ni~:~re'i!~ey~.

Hlrgo Beermann, and Ed Allgeier, Louisville, Ky., senior,
directors. The Rev. V. C. Stechschulte, S. J., is moderator.

Heiclelhul"g Chth
To Meet Oct.· 22
Charles Lammers
name of LAMMERS, made him
director, of The Days of '49.
Cincinnatian Since 1933
"We had a good production,"
says Mr. Lammers, "but the paymaster kept disappearing, so I
walked out." He walked out all
right, straight over to the Oriental Village, where as ballyhooer he sold out sixteen of seventeen performances. Thence to
Hollywood at the Fair, where,
in October, he broke an attendance record · set ·on July fourth
and forced the hiring of extra
ticket sellers. "I thoroughly enjoyed the work," states Mr. Lammers, "It was different."
Shortly after the close of The
Century cif Progress he came t<>
Cincinnati, his hgmetown. He
now directs the WLW dramatic
shows. Most readers are familiar
with his shows. Let's Take a Look,
for instance, is a nation-wide
broadcast, as is Builders of Destiny Mr. Lammers directs the
Guild at the College of Music,
and as we all know, was recently
named director of the Xavier
Masque Society. This was a very:_
fortunate turn of events, for
Schuster-Martin, no less, and
quite a few ~tock companies
would be very happy to have
Mr. Lammers ·with them.
First Program at Xmas
The Masque Society will give
its first performance sometime
before Christmas, probably three
one-act-plays on one program.
Mr. Lammers rould give no
statement, !however, ,..about- the
talent or lack of it, because he
had had but one incomplete
meeting for tryouts. But you
can )>e sure that he will produce the very -best. Everybody
else is.

"In Muenchen Steht Ein Hofbrau Haus" should better read
"In Cincinnati Steht Ein Hotel
Alms." Yes, the Heidelburg Club
sang songs, and clanged glasses,
Wednesday, October 8, after its
bi-weekly business meeting.
Club President Paul Bruegger
reports that 49 students took an
active part in recapturing . the
spirit of the famous German
gemutlichheit.
More stein songs are in order
for October 22 when the club
will again meet at the Alms.

RUTH BEST
THEATRICAL AGENCT
Buth Bell&

carol Chapelle
Sinton Hotel C:BerrJ •

No Smoking In Class Rooms

COKE REFRESHES
BOWLING TEAMS ·
AND SPECTATORS

Th e x· av1er
•
card d'isp lay sect'
k'
'ts .3-b t Fr'day
ion, ma mg i _, u
i
night at the Xavier-J<>hn Carroll
game, lived up to all expectations and was awarded applauds
from the crowd.
The section, made up· of nearly
if.our /hundred il\iluslkie ibacke~
formed a huge X U a GO TEAM
and a HELLO for the John Car~
roll followers. It comprised the
bottom half of·· the section between the 30 and 45 yard stripes.
Bert Downing, Art Ney and Pat
Sutthoff, organizers of the unique
cheering section, annou'nced that
they were highly pleased with
the display and that a larger variety of displays . would appear - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
as the season rolls on.
The card display section will
be used at all games remaining
to be piayed, the expense involved ·bein_J .. borne by the Board
of Athletics Control and the
Student Council. A vote of congratulations was extended to
Coach Ed Kluska, who suggested
the use of card displays, Jack
for men, women
Clines, cheer leader representaand children.
tive in the organization, and all
Pl.EA8B return
who took part in the program.
empty bottles promptly
· It was noticeable that a greatI011UD UNDll AuntOllTY OP THI COCA·COL4 COMPANY tY
er volume of cheering came from
this colorful section than from
THE COCA·COLA BO'l'TLJNG WORKS COMPANY
C 19_.7 The C.C C..
any othe? part of the stadium.

Raincoats
Umbrellas
Rubbers
Galoshes

-~~
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SOCIAL CALENDARS
READY THIS WEEK
Social calendars being printed
by the Student Council will be
available to students next week,
it was announced this week at
the regular meeting of Council
held Monday.
The calendars are on the same
By Dick Fairbanks & Paul Kelly
plan as last year, giving a list
of all social events, including'
The opening pair of concerts of the Cincinnati Symphony Or- events to be held at the Evenchestra under the new conductor, Thor Johnson, was good, but not ing College.
outstanding. The orchestra appeared well disciplined and gave
every indication of a most successful season. There ..,..
!!11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
\Vas merely a feeling of coldness and lack of ex- .·.·
5
5
pression. Johnson himself is a striking figure on· ?
5
i
the podium because of his youth and ability. Both
NEW
the orchestra and conductor received sustained
applause from an enthusiastic audience who look
ENGLAND
forward to the orchestra's 53rd season.
The Concerto Grosso in D-minor by Vivaldi and
a_-.
HAT
;_the Tone ·Poem, Don Juan by Richard Strauss
E MANUFACTURING 5
were performed in a stereotype manner. "Heroic"
would not fit the playing of Beethoven's SymCOMPANY
phony No. 3 in E-Flat major, "Eroica;" it was
_

!!
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WoRLo's •••GEST use•s
=
OF ELECTRICIT'I
§
§

=

With only 7% of the world's population, the United
States uses nearly 40% of the world's electricity.

==-

producing low-cost electricity and encouraging its use,
America's business-managed electric companies have
helped make the American standard of living the

= = = -=

utterly devoid of feeling. The horns seemed to Miss Swarthout 5
play much of the work as Shostakovich might have transcribed
"Eroica" for Stalin. How could such dissonance enter a Beethoven 5 118 East Sixth Street
composition? Griffes' short work of musical imagery, The White
Cincin~ati, Ohio
Peacock, received the most sensitive :t·eading of the program.
Next Saturday evening at 8:30 and Sunday at 2:30 p.m. the 5
CONRAD FOCHT, Sr.,
first guest soloist, Gladys Swarthout, soprano, will be heard in
Proprietor
songs of Handel, Gluck, and Canteloube. Thor Johnson will con- RllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllS
duct the orchestra in Symphony No. 4 in D-minor by Schumann
and shorter works of Mozart, Creston, Respighi.

5

By

highest in the world.

a .

i
THE CINCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC CO.
E
§
=------------..;;;.;;;;;__________________'-------------..
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XAVERIANUS

Switchboard

Sa~s

Operator

By Bob Helmes

flightmaster

Vies with Switchboard Operators
Xavieranus is appreciative of switchboard operators; they always treat him congenially. The cheerful voices of the evening
operators at Hinkle Hall have helped him contact many members
of the News Staff on Feature business. But one evening Xavieranus
felt that the operator had had the last laugh for
all the work he'd ·been giving her. As he picked
up the receiver he heard a steady 'buzz. He clicked
it arid clicked it with no result. Finally, he got up
and walked out to the switchboard. No operator!
He looked at his watch - 9:05 p.m. Even switchboard operators go home sometime. So Xavieranus
went home, too, and completed his contacts there.

•

sport shirt wltla full
diagonal %ipper

Seeks a Happy Man
In his position with the City Highway Depar.tment, Xavieranus has occasion to meet all types of
characters. But, like Diogenes who carried a lamp
Bob Helmes
to find an honest man, Xavieranus has yet to find
a happy man. Xavieranus opines that every man is either over
worked, underpayed, or abused. He talks with manufacturers and
finds that they're unhappy because someone is underselling their
superior product 'with an inferior one; he speaks with manufacturers' employees and discovers that they're displeased because one
man is sick, another has retired, and no one has replaced either.
The ugly l;lugs of imaginative imposition and mental discontent
have reared their h~ads. He speaks with union representatives and
learns that the cost of living in our fair city has increased 41 percent in· the past year while wages have remained stable. He thinks
that this is hardly fair,, but knows not what can be done about it.
He seeks a happy man!
·
Registers to Vote
•
Xavieranus hasn't been in the same place for two successive
election days since 1942, and 1947 will be no exception. ·This time
- a physical move of home has caused him to register again. But
he's glad to live where he does, for the registrars were lovely-dispositioned ladies who took an interest in his dilema and helped him
to solve it. Xavieranus had only to sign his name, which is the
one thing he does .best. He thanked the lovely ladies for their
graciousness, and went forth hoping that his future vote would in
some way help to ease the national and international tension that
is developing even in personalities.

.

•r

Llcen11• an• Style•
CAVU
U.S. Patent Na. D-14'895

FLICHTMASTER •• ·• has ,more featu'fes
than a new car. · Full diagonal zipper,
leather tipped pocket corners, sleeve vent
button ••• in a beautiful Personalized box.
In rich new shades.

For
GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH

8.95 and 8.9S
MEN'S SHOP

e

MAIN FLOOR

PARKWAY

-,
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HILVERS, McCAFFERTY CHO ICE BOOSTER CLUB GIVES
N~!>Hil~!?.:~~~!~~f~rty cHATTER CARD p ARTY, T?!~~~nlon

were

appomted the new Co-Editors of the Evening Division page
of the Xavier University News, it was announced this week
The new co-editors will succeeed Miss Marie Flournoy wh~
has assumed full-time duties as secretary on the Evanston
campus.
_
Starting her college career in
1945 and working for a Bachelor NO DOUBLE p ARKING
of Business Administration degree
If you've ever been the
- at' night, Miss Hilvers has been fellow who tried to leave
actively engaged in writing for after the first class and found
the News and for the recent Xav- his way blocked by double
ier Presents radio series. She is parking or a car in the drive.at present .secretary to M<r. way, you won't need to read
Jimmie Leonard, WSAI Program th' 1•t
A d 'f
n 1 you're the
. t
d
•s em.
a member of the fellow whose car ·was in the
d irec ·or, an
G .
Genes1ous ulld, Journalism Club, way, a word to the wise should
Dramatic and Riding Clubs of b
ff' · t c
.
. .
e su icien · ooperate, please!
Leave the blocking to the
th e Xu E venmg D1v1sion.
Co-Editors .Qeek
Degrees
football team.
~
Miss Hilvers is a graduate of
Our Lady of Mercy High School,
Freeman Avenue, where she was
Associate Editor of the school
paper. Her appointment places
,her in charge of a staff of thirty
college writers and reporters who
provide the copy and features for
the Evening college pages in the
Xavier University News, which
how has a circulation of 5,000
weekly. The appointment was
made by Joseph Link, Jr., Faculty
Director and approved by Dean
Paul O'Connor of the Evening
Division.
· .
Miss McCafferty is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. J. McCafferty, 4408 Ashland Avenue,
Norwood, Ohio and a graduate
of the Regina High School. She
is working for a bachelor of Philosophy in English degree at the
Xavier U. Night School and is
employed in the Public Relations
department of the B. H. Kroger
Grocery Company.
Staff Numbers ,. ,
30
The Evening Division staff, now
completely reorganized, numbers
approximately thirty evening
students, both men and women,
who are contributing as editors,
correspondents, reporters, photographers, cartoonists or make-up
supervisors. Mr. Clarence Bechtold News Editor of the X. U.
News, has been appointed to represent the Evanston staff and
to act as liaison with the downtown college news staff.
The recent appointments have
been warmly received by students and faculty, and Dean O'Connor and Mr. Link have sent letters of regrets and appreciation
to Miss Flournoy for her years
of real service during which the
Evening College pages of the
News have been built into prominence. Miss Hilvers and Miss
McCafferty become the third
night school editors, succeeding
Mr. James Hughes and Miss
Flournoy.

Tl1311k S T 0 TllOSe
Wh
·0 M3(Ie P art Y
StlCCeSS On Oct. S
Had a good time at the GetAcquainted Party last Wednesday, October 8, did you? Hope
so! The co-chairmen certainly
did, and they want to express
their appreciation and thanks to
all those who cooperated with
them, and to all who had a hand
in making the dance a success.
To: Gene Middlekamp and
Bill McGinnis in charge of the
door; Thelma Keller and ail of
her helpers in the cloak :room _
Rita Zimmerman, Betty Robben,
Helen Lauber, Agnes Mulvey,
Dorothy Cleves, Ruth Cleves,
Boots Froelicher and Lou Grome;
Roy Kluener and LorDaine Sauter and their host of assistants
in charge of refreshments _ Rita
Wesselman, Joe Cremering, Paul
Kluener, Francie Berns, Mary
Rita Boedeker, and Mary Jane
Gausling; Carl Grome, George
Middendorf, Bob Duffy who decorated the "hay-loft;" Walt
Behler/Treasurer of the Boosters; Esther Spaeth and Mrs. Bopp
for their cooperation in every
request; Harold Grome, Don
Mossman, Bob Borchers, Larry
Barker, "Sis" Mayhall, Virginia
Barlag, and everyone else who
helped.
Somebody has suggested having a repeat performance of last
Wednesday for getting acquainted with all those they missed.
Reqq._ests have also been pouring
in for an old fashioned square
dance every month or two. How
about it? What do you think?
Let's have opinions and suggestions.
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;m
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Holel

By Mary McKay

Information Please!

Sunday evening, November 9,
the Sinton Hotel wil be the
scene of the gala card party and
dance spon'sored by the Boosters
Club of the Evening College.
Jack Morris, general chairman
of the affair, has announced that
the club has taken over the Ballroom and Crystal Room of the
Sinton for this social event of the
year. Jimmy Alt and his orchestra
have been engaged to provide the
music for dancing.
Assisting Jack Morris w1'th tl1e
arrangements are Bob Duffy,,
Walter Behler, Russ Weiler,
Kathryn Luskey, Thelma D1'nsmore, Louis Froelicher, Audrey
Mccafferty,
Marie Flournoy, and
Connie Holtel.

What if these were the
What fair E. C. student, in dis- words written there? - '•Anycussing Pat Riley's howtogetaman one reporting to the Office will
column, was asked which she receive $100.00." "Bet you'd
preferred more - money o1· ap- look then. •.It isn't very likely
pearance . . . Appearance, our that the above statement will
lovely lass replied, the sooner appear on the Bulletin Board,
the better · · ·
but each message is intended
Krear Millitzer, back to school for you. This information
after a long absence ... Congrat- service is maintained for your
ulations to Norb and Rita (Wer- convenience and assistance.
mes) Backhus · · ·We understand Please take a few minutes out
they've already registered the tonight to look it over.
new Miss B. for the class of 1965
IT'S Y 0 U R BULLETIN
· · · Enthusiastic is the word for BOARD-USE IT!
Ginny Huth, when speaking of
'=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!
the Choral Club . . . Jayne and
c onme
. H oltel still haven't recovered from that month they
This card party and dance are
llJO
spent last summer touring the
being held to secure funds for
the improvement of the library
West ... Vote for Ed Roney for
I
mayor of his town (slight charge
of the Evening College and all
for the plug if you win Ed)
. . .
Sunctay morning, October· 5, students are urged to come and
J
Marie Flournoy's little sister Jean saw thirty-three members of the bring your friends and help make
attending the .first First Year Riding Club en3'oying a trot tlus
· event a success. The public
Club meeting with Rosemary through ihe scenic trails of Devou is invited and tickets may be obMasterson · · · Jack Morris was Park.
tained at the office of the Evening
so pleased with the promotion
The ride at 10: 00 a. m. served College on the third floor.
tnat Thomas l!.irery gave :rum, to fully awaken John Hiltz, Bob
that he thought he could do any- Landers, Sis MayhalI, Jim Moss,
Boosters Initiate Oct. 19
thing - even the schottische and Jean Flournoy.
Note-see
A Solemn High Mass and gen(Look~'.no dictionary) - Sis May- Larry Kreimer for details in
eral Communion of all Booster
all is recovering nicely, thank equestrien riding apparel. Even
Club members, Sunday~ October
you · · · Another old familiar the horses approved.
19, 9: 30 a. m., at St. Xavier High
face - Larry Haverkamp · · ·
The late group, 11:00 a. m. School Chapel, will inaugurate
After swearing she had never boasted of such talent as Margie
the Boosters' annual initiation
bowled before, Kay Mossman Lamping, Marilyn Boerger and
ceremonies.
strode determinedly up to the Eileen Howell. Ralph Gau will
At least twenty-five new memalley, hefted the ball, and downed testify that whispering sweetbers are expected to partieipateo
a pin-toppling total of 186, to the nothings into a horse's ear will
in the day's activities, which inamazement of the Monday night get you nowhere. He finally had
clude a large community breakbowling session · · · Ask Harry to beat her - the villain!!
Maly how he liked the horse he
Date for the next ride has not fast at the Downtown College,
drew when the riding club met been set. Watch .the bulletin followed by the formal Booster
inductions.
last week · . .
board.
Advantages of the study of - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - foreign languages - Leo Meirose
taught Spanish - Ruth Rhudell
took the class and the professor's
heart - no definite date has
been set for the wedding , , ,
Prof. Paul Harkins uses the opposite technique - he married
the girl first and now brings her
to school . . . ,
Third finger left hand news - H?' t't?'?\i?
Ginnie Froelicher and Bob p:: .:~.:j:j·' .. ·::1~~:·i.:!::.
"Knight" Duffy ••• Gwen Work-Lk\}fl?J F.tUA
man (1946's beauteous Prom !~iJt:{\I,J:ff:;jJ~@:j
Queen) and Jerry Holtkamp
middle-aisled in August ..• September found Ralph Reis and
Marie Shepherd saying their "I
do's" . . , In between learning
how to juggle pots and pans,
newlywed Mary Burns Boland
finds time to attend EC classes
Russ Weiler says there are two
critical periods in the life of a
male - when his voice changes
and when his choice changes . , .
Harold Grome has invented a
cereal box without any cereal
for people who hate cereal but
like to save boxtops_.

Scen1·c Tra1·Js Of
D evou A re E • d
ye
·
B EC R•d•Ing Club
Y

Johnny Long Visits XUE C
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THE

MUSI~

BOX

For Delicious Food and cocktails
in a charming, intimate and sophisticated atmosphere.
Music to relax you. Coclttails
that satisfy till 1:00 A.M.
Saturday, 2:00 A.M.
FOIJJV'J'AllV SQllARE BO'J'E£
Mel Deininger, Mgr.

MA 4880

Contract Bridge ·
Class Begins Soon
There isn't much time left to
register for the six-weeks' course
in Contract Bridge which will begin next Wednesday, October 22,
at 7:00 p. m. Mrs. Dean Seymour
Weisbach, well-known bridge
authority, will conduct the classes.
The course is open to the public.
Come and bring your friends and
have •fun while you learn. The
charge for the six lessons will be
$6.00. Better sign up now - the
sooner the better - by 'phoning
PArkway 6316 or stopping in at
the office on the third floor.

Helping Jerry Meyer with her Xavier Evening College studies
Is popular band leader Johnny Long, who played for the Xavier
Senior Prom at the Topper last December. Johnny took time from
a busy IClhedule lut Saturday to commend Jerry and all students
who 1pend evenlDs hours in class.

0
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X RAPS JOHN CARROLL
WITH' 21-0 VICTORY;
GROUND GAME SHOWS

Dam Miami,
Muskies!
...
·

......

Overrated J. C. Pass Att~ck Is Stopped Cold;
McQuade Connects For Two Touchdowns
A lackadaisical Xavier Universi ty eleven tacked up its
third win in four starts and
strengthened its bid for a high
rating among Buckeye State

lntramurals
Get Underway·
With Football
-

The first official game of the
fall intramurial seas-on was played Monday afternoon on the foot- ·
ball practice field. A team composed of students from Bar
Seven and Nine defeated Bar
Eight and Teri' by a score of 18
to 6. The winners' touchdowns
were scored on· ian end run by
.Howard Novak and two passes
pulled in by Joe Turney.
The
losers' lone tally came in the last
quarter on a pass from Jim Foug
to Jack Davenport.
The second · league game was
played Wednesday evening between Elet Hall and the Old
Guard of Bar Nine. A well executed run through ,. the center
of the line by John Vetter enabled Elet Hall to emerge victors
in a hard fought game.

play in the second half, the Musketeers fizzled out twice in the
third stanza in John Carroll ter-.
ritory. The loser's aerial attack
was smothered throughout, and
football teams last Friday night only on rare ocassions could they
as they trampled a vastly over- add 1•any Y1ar"age through the
rated John Carroll squad, 21-0, line. Xavier was repulsed on one
before approximately 10,000 on- ocassion at the Blue Streak 15,
and again on the 26 ·after Walt
lookers.
After repelling an enemy drive Hirth had dashed through left ..!'.:.:~:___-----------.-------------that carried to their 13-yard tackle for 20 yards.
....,........................................................
line in the first quarter, the
The final touchdown came
Musketeers left little doubt as to early in the last quarter. Starttheir superiority as they turned ing on their own 18, Xavier
By Bob Coate~..
a Blue Streak punt that Tom picked up two first downs which
Duff had blocked on the foe's placed the ball <>n the Car.roll =..=
...=..=..=..=,.,=,..=,=-=,=..,=.=..=..=..,=..=..=..=...=••=,=··==:=:;••=..=....
At a speCial meeting of Xav33 into a quick score in the next 49. From that point McQuade
The Muskie line, playing a
Times Announced
quarter. Don Mangold, hopping faded back and heaved to De- steady bang-up game, held the ier's 1947 golf team personnel
Mr. Hiatt has announced that
Xavier fullback, went over right Franco, who had out-distanced Blue Streaks to no gain -by rush- last Thursday, Oct. 9, · George
tackle from the one to annex the enemy defenders, on the 20 ing the second half. John Carroll Evans and Bob Reder, letter- the games can be played at any
only totaled 54 yards on the winners this spring, were elected time as long as they do not inter•
the opening marker.
(Continued o~ Page 7)
Steller quarterback Bob Mcto head the niblickers as co- fere with varsity football practice.
ground in the first half.
Quade ·accounted for the startcaptains in 1948. Evans was cap- Mondays.and Wednesdays at 1:30
has been suggested, but games
ing end ·of his team's other touchHighly commendable is the tain last year.
downs, with a -19-yard pass to
fiery show put on by Harry
Rev. Franklin C. Fischer, S. J., may also be played after 5: 30 in
Conway ·a few minutes later, and
Buttlewerth, Bob Schaefer and golf team moderator announced the evenings or on Saturdays and
again in the fourth stanza to Jim
Jack McCarty, Xavier's peppy that plans were laid at the meet- Sunday afternoons. It is the reDeFranco on the Carroll 20 with
drum Majors.
ing to arrange for workouts dur- spon~ibility of the individual
a 29-yard heave.
ing the fall and winter ·months team captains to see that the
games are played and to make
The Clevelanders' much-pubBob Kilfoyle, the Blue Streak's with Bill Roach, coach and pro at arrangements with opposing
licized aerial artist, Bob Kilfoyle,
Xavier University will have
Maketewah Country Club, and in
just couldn't hit his Teceivers a Cross-Oountry team this year highly touted
the Fieldhouse when necessary. team captains as to time of game,
q
u
a
r
t
e
rand saw his percentage of com-· for the first time in the history
Letters 1Were ialso awarded to equipment, etc.
pletions dwindle as he connected of the school. Only three meets back, did not
Equipment Rules
six
·of last year's players, includfor only 7 of the 25 passes he at- are scheduled for the initial fair so well
ing
Evans,
Reder,
Malcolm
Mc1.
All
equipment used in these
tempted. The hard-charging Xav- year and two of them are tent- against the onMullen, Larry Muething, Vince games must be drawn from the
slaught
of
the
ier line contirlually broke through atively dated depending on the
Bamber and Terry Dean.
equipment storeroom and signed
to hurry the Blue Streak signal weather. Since it is the first Bill Feldhaus
for.
All
men
who
are
interested
in
1
in
e.
After
caller.
year. for the sport at X, it was
2. Equipment used during the
golf and who have hopes of being
completing
29
LOSERS THREATEN EARLY v_e~y difficult to. ar.range a deday
must be returned not later
carried
on
this
year's
golf
squad
out
of
40
passes
f1mte schedule s1mllar to most
have been asked to contact Co- than 5 p.m. of that day. EquipJohn Carro 11' s little-used colleges.
in two games,
captains Evans and Reder or ment used after 6 'p.m. must be
ground attack, led by left half
The only definitely scheduled Kilfoyle ·was
Bob Coates
Father Fischer.
returned before 10 a.m. of the
'11aseff, started like a house a- meet will be held on November thrown for refollowing day.
fire after an exchange of punts 15 with Marshall College on the peated losses and when he did
3, Failure to retum equipment
shortly after the kick-off. Carry- cinderpaths of Xavier. 'l'he other get a chance to pass, he only the Bearcats October~a·nd on
ing the mail ·on five straight tries two meets will be held some- completed seven tosses in 25 November 1 the Blue Battlers by the specified time wlll draw
journey to Dayton. Th~e four a fine of $1.00 for each day unat the right side of the Muskie time ·around the first of the attempts.
teams seem- to be about as even- til the equipment is returned.
line, Taseff went from his own month with Miami at Oxford
'.Dhe schedule 1for games to be
40 to the enemy 14. There a ·and Capital U. at Columbus.
A "steady" in the Musketeer ly matched as any four in the
fumble by Kilfoyle was recoverThe main purpose of a Cross- backfield, speedy Jim Liber ave- country. The next three games played will be posted on the
bulletin board in Science Hall
ed by Ray Stackhouse for Xa_vier Country team is to build and raged 5.5 yards per try against will tell.
•
and on the bulletin board by
to squelch Carroll's only serious. condition the distance men for John Carroll. Don Mangold, who
Bellarmine Chapel. Check - these
threat.
the coming track season. Seven performed well at fullback, and
boards for further information.
Guard Tom Duff set the stage men are entered in each meet Pat Fehring both averaged a
for the Blue's first tally by de- and the first five finishers little better than four yards per
fleeting Kilfoyle's punt on the count in the final score. The try.
Streak's 33, the ball being re- team with the lowest score is
covered on the 25. Pat Fehring the winner. The man who wins
The card display at the Carroll
picked up seven yards at Tight the race receives the least num- game, although in its initial
tackle, Mangold added, and an ber of points.
phase, showed great promise of
incomplete pass put the ball on
At present ·the team is com- being one of the most colorful
the one. Then Mangold piled prised of only seven harriers, features of Xaxier's home games.
through the right tackle slot on three· of whom have had exper- If successful, this display will
fourth down to give the Kluska- ience. The captain is Bill Wiegel probably be carried through the
men their first tally. Varchola who ran on the Ball State, Ind., basketball season.
converted.
team· last fall. The other two
With seven minutes remaining experienced cindermen are Dan
Penalties were few and far
in the quarter, Kilfoyle's punt McDonald and Lawrence 0'- between in the Carroll tilt. The
from his end zone was returned Toole who were on the track only penalties called all evenin1
by Jimmy Liber to the foe's 22. team last year.
were a few offside and man-in
McQuade hit Liber on the next
The coach of the team is Ray motion losses to the officials.
play for three, and then threw Tilton ·who is also mentor of
•
his toss to Conway in the end the track squad. Mr. Tilton ihas
The next three Saturday afterzone. Varchola again converted stated that he is short of men noons will find .the Musketeers
from placement to give Xavier and that anybody wishing to facing three very tough assigntheir 14-0 halftime lead.
participate should come to the ments. Undefeated Miami is here
Don ~Y (50) leads the interference up the sidelines as Paul
THREATENS TWICE
field at 2 p, m. or after on Tues- tomorrow, then the Musketeers Drennan (21) with ball (note arrow) reels off 30 ylh. Nonls Fair
Obviously in command of· the day.
travel to Nippert Stadium to play (25), John Carroll fullback, moves In for the tackle.
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Sportstistics
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X Fields Cross

Country Team
For First Time

Reeler_ And Evans
Elected 1948
Golf Co-Captains
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Beat Miami

• • •

• • •

• •

•
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AS I SEE IT:

Those Next Three Games

Frosh Team Holds
WITH 21-0 VICTORY Hea·vy Scrimmages
RAPS J. CARROLL

(Continued f1Jlm Page 6)
and the speedy end loped the
The order of the week for the
By Dich Henkel
remaining distanc to pay-dkt Fr~sh football. team has been!
untouched. Varchola again con- scnmmage, scrimmage and more
scrimmage. Coach "Red" Lavelle
Football schedules ai;:e funny things. A year ahead of time verted.
some crafty bigwig schedules what he thinks will be a breather,
Despite their "lazy" appear- has been working his men hard
usually follow.s that contest with a formidable opponent, and so on ance in all but the second quar- in '1.l determined effort to bring
down the line until he thinks he may have produced the near- ter the winners showed decided them in the proper playing conperfect list of opponents - one that will assure his next year's improvement in their offensive dition for their future games.
The freshmen have been takeleven of a fighting chance of finishing the season with at least attack. Don Mangold's hard runa .500 percentage mark.-Since situations alter circumstances, such ning in place of the injured Al ing part in the varsity scrimmages
an enviable line-up of games isn't always possible, but friend big- Lang made him a standout in on Monday and Thursday or Friwig usually does his derndest to fix his schedule just so, especially the Xavier attack. Jim Liber's re- day, depending on what day the
when he isn't too sure of what Alma ·Mater's prospects are for the turn of Carroll's punts picked up varsity plays their games. After
a i:ecent session against the varnext season.
some helpful yardage.
In arranging his schedule last year our Musketeer bigwig must
have run into trouble ·somewhere along the line, because Ed Kluska's
boys will be facing three of the toughest teams on their schedule
on the next three Saturday afternoons. It's a rocky road that lies
ahead - no two ways about it. Miami, U. C. and Dayton have good
ball clubs this year.
Our thrice-victorious gridders may feel plenty proud of themselves if they cop any one of those frays ("As we see it," that is)
and just one victory will establish them as a top-ranking Ohio
eleven.
THE BIG COME-DOWN •••.
Perhaps the biggest bust in Midwest football circles to date has
been the dismal ~hawing of U. C.'s hapless Bearcats. Dayton's convincing win over at Nippert Stadium last week has branded the clawless 'Cats as
probably the "weakest" foe Xavier will meet in
their next trio of games. Still the school that the
Muskies have never beaten on the gridiron looms
as a potent enemy.
Miami's two-touchhown victory over Bowling
Green Saturday gives them a heavy favorite's
rating over X in tomorrow's game, and anyone
who observed Dayton's gritty win last week cannot deny that the upstaters have power. A casual
Dick Henkel
look at the Blue Battalion's chances in their next
three games shows dark clouds on the horizon. 'On the strength of
past performances, Xavier will be definite underdogs.
There is one consolation - we've got everything to gain and
nothing to lose each time we take the field.
PRAYERS VS. PUNCHES .•.•
If our readers will excuse a little innocent moralizing, we'd
like to call attention to two incidents which we witnessed at the
Dayton-U. C. game. A Flyer player attempted to ride a Bearcat
defender in the secondary out of a Dayton line play. The blocker
made his open-field try, heard the whistle blow, and stopped blocking. He straightened up, but only to receive the f1,1ll force of a
brutal elbow right in the face. The blocker dropped as if he were
pole-axed, and had to leave the game. The defending player's disgusting return for a simple block was witnessed by plenty of spectators, and few eould attach any label but "dirty" to what had
happened. About three miles from this campus they call that "bigtime" football.
With less than thirty seconds remaining in that same game,
U. C. was knocking at the Dayton goal line. Time was called, and
while the Red and Black planned their last-minute strategy, their
eleven opponents went into a huddle, placed hand upon hand, and
probably said a quick prayer. On the next play they intercepted
a pass that cinched their victory. Who says comparisons are odious?

PAGE SEVEN
sity Coach Lavelle stated, "O'Brien, Murphy •and Squeri impressed me m<>st." O'Brien is an
end from Steubenville Central
Catholic w.hile Murphy, a tackle,
and Squer1, a fas~ h~lfba~k, are
-both products of Cmcmnati, playing their prep ~all at Elder.

Don't Park In Faculty Area

---

The Drug Store closest to
Xavier University

T lie Abe Bartmring
Pharmacy

·----

CJ/£~

KINGS ¥SP.ORTS
r t¥i CHESTERFIELD

!How Xilvier Foes Fared Last Weeki
Miami-33 Bowling Green-19
The Redskins powerhoused to
their third straight victory by
whipping the Falcons from BeeGee. Scoring three TD's in the
first quarter, Miami took a lead
that couldn't be overcome. Much
of the yardage gained· by the
- victors came from the air, but all
except one of their touchdowns
were scored on the ground.
Western Reserve-20 Ohio U.-7
Another Xavier opponent met
defeat over the weekend from a
team that was rated as underdog.
Leading at half-time, 7-o, the
Bobcats were smothered in the
third period by a rejuvenated
Red Cat team that had lost its
first two starts of the season.
Western Michlgan- 20
· Central Michigan-l 2
Xavier's second foe of the year
managed to outfight and outsco1·e
Central Michigan last Saturday
in a game that was rated
evep battle.
Dayton-26 Cincinnati-21
The flyers upset the favored
Bearcats last Saturday night by
displaying excellent· passing
which accounted for two of their
scores and set up another. Their
T-Formation
deception was ter1
rific. UC's numerous fumbles,
backfield-in-motion and offside
penalties, which were also evi-

dent in last week's game with
St. Bonaventure, accounted for
their loss.
Kentucky-26 Georgia-0
The Wildcats startled the
Southeastern C on fer en c e by
thoroughly whipping the Bulldogs with passes, pass interceptions and the use of the "T".
The running of Phelps and the
kicking of Blanda highlighted
the smooth Kentucky offense
while Georgia threatened only
twice during the contest.
Canisius- 25 Marshall- 20
The West Virginia three game

:~:~~~d.str;,nh~ w~::~:PP~:n~~:
fielded the heaviest team Marshall had met this year and the
extra power provided the margin
0
__
f_v_i_c_to_r_y_._·_________

RECORDS
SHEET MUSIC
GREETING CARDS

• •

SONG SHOP
34-36 E. Fifth St.
OD FoDDtalD lflaare

EVANSTON
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Miami To Test

"X" Power Sat.
(Continued from Page 1)

ir

series. The two teams have played four times since the rivalry
was inaugurated in 1920.
The
Redskins have taken all four
games by top-heavy margins. In
1920 the TeePee Tribe triumphed
31-0; in the war year of 1943,
when two games were played,
by 60-0 and 52-7 scores. In 1946
the Redskins made a c 1 e an
.sweep of the affairs by downing
the Muskies, 28-6.
Miami Has Balance
Coach Gillman will bring to
the Evanston campus a team,
that, although not blessed with
a great individual stat', is very
well balanced offensively ' and
defe~sivcly. The Redskins are
led by Captain Bill Hoover, a
167 pound senior end. Although
light as wingman go, this five
foot eleven incher from Louisville, Ohio, typifies the lightscrappers that Coach Gillman
develops on the Oxford campus.
Another standout on the Redskin forward wall is last year's
captain, center Paul Dietzel.
This senior pivotman is not only
a standout on the gridiron but is
a scholar too, as is substantiated
by his membership in four honor
fraternities.
Parseghian Highly Touted
In the backfield Miami has a
right halfback touted by many
as being one of the finest backs
in Ohio. He is Ara Parseghian, a
190 pound line-smashing shifty
fr.om Akron, Ohio. His running
mate at left half is last year's
highest Redskin scorer, 173 pound
Paul Shoults. This 22 year old
junior scored six touchdowns
last year, the most oustanding
score being a 95 year punt return against Xavier. At fullback
a couple of 190 pounders share
the woi·k. They are Paul Dellerbe
and Sam Wippel. At quarterback

co.ach Gillman us1es passer Mel,
Ohx on offense and Tom Cole
on defense. Although a fine signal caller, Cole is most noted for
his powers as a placekicker. Last
year this sophomore completed
28 out of 31 attempts and three
field goals out of three tries.
This year he has completed 12
out of 14 tries.
"X" Line-Up The Same
Xavier will counter these lightweight laudables with practically
the same line-up as . starte~
against John C~rroll. By merit
of .his creditable performance
agamst John Carroll, Do~ Ma'?'gold will ~a~t at fullback m
place of the mJUred Al Lang, Pat
Fehring and Jim ~iber will start
at the halves with dependable
Bob McQuade at quarter.
Jim Defranco and Bob co.nway will go at the ends, Jim
Marek and Ray Stackhouse at
tackles, Don Kay and Tom Ballaban at guards, and Steve O'Dea
at center.
Miami Well Coached
The Musketeer brain trust will
be using every stragagem in
their bag of tricks to lick the
Redskins. Coach Ed Klus k a
stated this week that "in Miami,
Xavier will be facing the best
coached. team on her schedule."
'!'he 1Jr()bnblc sturtlng llnc-111JH arc:
XAVIER
11IIA:~ll
°'nwny ................ 1,1~ ................ Hoo\·er
Stackhouse ........ J,'L' .......... l\lcCormlck
J{ay ........................ LG .................... Vracln
O'Den ....................
C .................. Dietzel
Ballnbnn ................ UG ................ Plskoty
1\Inrck .................... R'l' ................ 'Ven\·er
Del•'rnnco ............ RI~ ...................... Paul
)!cQunde .............. QB ...................... Ollx
Liller .................... LH ........ PurscRhlnn
Fehrlng
RH .................. Shults
l\!nngol!l .............. FB ................ 'V!.p1Jel

Relief Drive
At South Hall
(Continued from Page 1)
There will be one speaker from
each of the schools who
outline the campus and city plans
for the drive.
Following the
brief talks, the rally will move
to South Hall.
The committee working with
Rubey includes the entire Student Council, the NFCCS Delegates, Bob Conway and Jerry
Conrey, and the. NFCCS group,
Dan Stricker, Milt Partridge,
Tom Courtney, Leo Graham,
Walt Whalen, Bill Splain, and
delegates from Mount Saint
Joseph and Our Lady of Cincinnati.
Rubey urges that every Xavier student attend the rally. "It
is necessary that everyone understands the part he must play
in the drive," explained the
chairman, "else we cannot hope
to succeed." He went on to point
out that the program will be interesting, and it will greatly aid
the drive if the students of the.
Cincinnati schools know each
other and understand how they
are to cooperate in the Student
Relief Drive.
-------------

will

A committee composed of mem- ing.
bers of the graduating class ()f - - - - - - - - - - " - - - - -..1948 is inquiring as to the possibility of making a donation to
XAVIER's FAVORITE
the university to improve the
BARBER
Shrine of Our Lady of Peace and
JULIUS LOHR
·
Victory.
3757 Montgomery Road
At a me~ting of the class last
3 Blocks East of Campus
week in South Hall, it was sug.---------------------------
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WHITE VILLA GROCERS, INC.
537 EAST PEARL ST.
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Too· Important To ForgetThe tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.
2519 Vine Street
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The Laundry Nearest Xavier
Offers Fast, Dependable Service

• • • •

§
§

"SHIRTS OUR SPECIALTY"
One Day Service If Desired

§
5

2nd and Vine Streell

§-

ASTOR LAUNDERERS

--§
a

Whole1ale Grocer•

XU • Dayton Tickets
Tickets for the X. U. - Daytol).
U. game are now on sale at the
ticket window of the fieldhouse.
Price <>f these tickets are _$2.10
apiece, but a reduction of $.50
will be alowed a student turning in ticket No. 7 from his
passbook.

gested that some kind of dona-

tion be left by the class as ·has
Senior Class
been done by classes in past
The committee will report
Plans Donation onyears.its findings
at the next meet-

Cincinnati, Ohio

-
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§

3912 Reading Road

AVon 1765

"You Get 'Em Faster At Astor"
BACHELOR BUNDLES OUR SPECIALTY

§
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Stars
of "Club 15"

.. -

AirSho111

It's the latest
disc for Decca •••
"ON THE AVENUE"

terrifically popular Andrews Sisters have an
individual singing style all their own. When it comes fo
cigarettes-well, let Patty tell you: "I've smoked many different brands
and compared, and I learned from experience that Camels suit me best!"
With thousands and thousands of smokers who
have compared cigarettes-Camels are the
"Choice of Experience."

T

HOSE

Try Camels. Let your own experience tell
you why Camels are setting a new record!
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